2013 chevy malibu stereo

The display also turns on intermittently when car is off with keys out of the ignition. I have not
seen this problem with this car anywhere yet. Can anyone tell me anything? Paul answered 5
years ago. I have the same problem on my Malibu that I have driven for less than ten days. Did
you ever end up taking yours to a dealership? They told me the radio internally shorted out, and
they replaced it under warranty. Was fine after that, but I have since traded for a new canyon. I
know this doesn't answer anything. Hopefully this at least lets you know its under warranty.
Beelo answered 3 years ago. Granted my Chevy Malibu is5 now, but I've been having the exact
same problem. And apparently this is a super common issue, but they won't do a recall So it's
either deal without a stereo and dash lights and no rear camera, or pay the money to get it fixed.
Doesn't seem right, considering how extremely common it is. Had I known then, I may have
likely chosen differently. GuruJRVX answered 3 years ago. I am having the same issue with my
Chevrolet Malibu. This is nonsense Guru9WYM8 answered 3 years ago. We are having the same
problem on our Malibu and it's been running our battery down even though it checks out OK.
We called the service department and they said we could take out the fuse for the radio to see if
that is the problem. GuruV5L8Q answered 2 years ago. She has done many and new the best fix.
Her is Just had my Chevrolet Malibu Eco out of warranty diagnosed with the same problem,
radio is shorted out, needs new radio GuruSCVX4 answered about a year ago. I recently
purchased a Malibu Used, and I am having probs similar to some you are describing. I always
go to YouTube when I need to fix anything. I did exactly that, and I found several videos
describing these probs. GuruNX5QN answered about a year ago. I've have my Malibu, hybrid,
for about 6 years, coming up on 7. I've had few issues with it so I can't say it's a POS or lemon,
but I have had to replace the battery twice and the radio once before the problem started up
again and will need to be replaced, so it makes it 2X's. I would steer clear of the Malibu if you
have been considering, these problems hit the pocket pretty good. I had an intermittent power
issue with my chevy malibu eco. I ended up buying a aftermarket radio and installing it myself.
Totally replacement was dollars and they have life time tech support. Tinagarvey73 answered
about a week ago. I have same issue with malibu and my service engine light came on same
time. I told it to dealer they reset light and radio didnt turn off on them but soon as I left the
radio did it and the light came back on. Did those that got car fixed did your service engine light
come on? And after replacing radio did it fix the issue. The display also turns on intermittently
when car is off with The radio, display panel will not come on. Checked all the fuses and they
are good. What else could it be? Got everything including the alternator tested at the dealer and
needed new battery. Still battery drops as low as Have anyone find the solution for Chevy
Malibu Shutting off at the light or Stop Sign or at a Stop after driving for about 20 miles Need
Solution BAD I've Already put a new alternator,Ba Got everything tested and needed new
battery. I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does
not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or
approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if
CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your
Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a new Chevrolet Malibu
question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get Started. Search
Chevrolet Malibu Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related
Models For Sale. Used Cars for Sale. This listing is for a Chevy Malibu Control Panel. This
Control Panel has been cleaned, serviced as needed and thoroughly checked. Good cosmetic
condition with slight wear on face. See pictures for more details. Control Panel function is
perfect! The part number for this Control Panel is If you are unsure of your part number, contact
us with your VIN and we should be able to provide you with the correct part number. They may
look the same and have the same plugs but data streams may be different, not allowing them to
code. For example, external amps are used in some cars and will not allow interchange, etc. As
you can see from our feedback we package carefully and ship promptly via UPS Insured. Please
verify that this is the unit you require before purchase. The climate controls you receive will be
as pictured and described. Please let us know before purchase if you would like a specific part
number so we can check availability. The climate controls you receive will be professionally
remanufactured as described. Please feel free to contact us with any questions or concerns.
Thanks for your purchase! My family has been in the car radio business virtually from the
beginning. My grandfather started the business back in the early 's. I have been involved since
the 's with factory training from Ford, GM, and Chrysler. I started buying and selling items on
eBay back in the late 's and have enjoyed the experience so much I decided to move the radio
business into it as well. I was amazed after some searches at the pricing and quality I was
seeing of the factory car radios on eBay. Lots of junkyards with huge amounts of negative
feedback or radio specialists with crazy-high pricing. We offer quality, clean, factory radios at a
low price. Some of our radios are purchased on closeout from GM, Ford, Chrysler. We also buy

in quantity, removed radios from car dealers all over the country. You will not be buying 2 or 3
water damaged radios to get one good one read some of the negative feedback the junkyards
have from some very frustrated buyers. Give us a shot! Buy smart the first time. Life is short!
An optional Pioneer audio system features good power and staging. The standard OnStar
connection adds safety and convenience. The Bad The Malibu's cabin rattles a bit when the
Pioneer audio system gets bassy. Observed fuel economy was disappointing. Acceleration and
braking were inconsistent and not confidence-inspiring. Users must choose between navigation
and the MyLink system. The Bottom Line The Chevrolet Malibu Eco is a competent highway
cruiser with a good baseline of cabin tech, but its eAssist mild-hybrid system doesn't really
deliver the miles per gallon. Be respectful, keep it civil and stay on topic. We delete comments
that violate our policy , which we encourage you to read. Discussion threads can be closed at
any time at our discretion. Photo gallery: Chevrolet Malibu Eco. That's mostly because GM
doesn't market this vehicle as a hybrid, but as a vehicle that features eAssist technology. Here's
how it works:. The engine room starts with a 2. Next, GM's engineers added the eAssist tech: a
15kW electric motor and a 0. For comparison, the Toyota Prius uses a 1. With so little capacity,
the eAssist system can't really drive the vehicle by itself like a "true hybrid" can, but with an
output of 79 pound-feet of torque, it can give the main engine a bit of gasoline-free help when
accelerating. The Malibu Eco's battery is small in capacity, but it still occupies a large chunk of
the car's trunk. An additional benefit of the electric system comes into play when the autostop
system deactivates the gasoline engine when, for example, you're waiting at a traffic light. The
electric motor is able to supply a momentary burst of up to pound-feet of torque when you tap
the accelerator to get the vehicle moving while the main gasoline engine fires up. It may not
seem like much, but this second or so of electric motivation smoothes out the stop-start
transition and takes much of the jerkiness out of the auto-stop system. The result is restarting
that's smoother than, for example, the BMW 3 Series ' autostart but still not as seamless as the
Toyota's Hybrid Synergy drive. The Malibu Eco also features an array of aerodynamic tweaks
that differentiate it from the standard Chevrolet Malibu, although you'll have to look closely to
see any of them. One that you'll likely never see is the active shutter technology, but that's
because you'd have to be outside of the vehicle at highway speeds to see this mechanical
shutter close off the lower grille opening to reduce aerodynamic drag. I'll just take Chevy's word
for it. Total system power under most conditions adds up to horsepower and pound-feet of
torque, but you're most likely interested in fuel economy, which the EPA estimates at 25 city, 37
highway, and 29 combined mpg. I finished up my fuel economy testing which consisted of
about 60 percent city driving and 40 percent highway cruising, all done with a light pedal foot
with the trip computer sitting at It's not a flaw, it's a feature While most of my driving was done
with an eye to keeping the instrument cluster's ECO gauge in the green zone, every once in a
while we all need to get somewhere and get there fast. There are likely a number of reasons why
the Malibu Eco didn't want to go fast, but the focus of my ire was the single-option six-speed
automatic transmission. Like most transmissions geared for efficiency, this one was
programmed to hustle up to top gear as quickly as it could. So under most conditions, the
engine was operating well below the sweet spot where its power and torque could be found. So
anytime you needed a squirt of power, there'd be a moment's hesitation while the gearbox
decided what it needed to do. Unfortunately, by the time the shift actually happened, the eAssist
system would also have kicked in with its additional torque. The gearbox would then assume,
"That's enough power for now" and immediately upshift again. By the time all of this had
happened, the opening in traffic would have already closed, leaving me swearing at the top of
my lungs as my freeway exit sailed past. The 6-speed automatic transmission made sure that
the Chevrolet Malibu Eco's horsepower was always just out of grasp. Braking was just as
unsettling. The Chevrolet Malibu Eco wasn't difficult to slow, but how quickly you'd be slowing
was a bit vague, varying from stop to stop. Pedal travel was inconsistent, passing through
random zones of free travel and resistance. Additionally, I could almost feel the balance of
friction and regenerative braking being adjusted below my right foot, but I could never really
accurately gauge available grip. Your best bet here is to give yourself plenty of space to slow
down and be prepared to apologize to your passenger for the jerky stop. Perhaps GM's
engineers programmed this lagginess into the Chevrolet Malibu Eco's power train to discourage
aggressive driving. After a week of trying to coax acceleration out of this "Camaro-inspired"
sedan, I'm sure that most drivers would just give up and drive slowly. Perhaps this isn't a flaw,
but a feature? Nah, it's definitely a flaw. If these apps are installed on your smartphone, MyLink
can automatically launch them and you can take full dashboard control at the touch of a button.
While listening to Pandora, you can browse your preset stations, skip songs, and speak certain
voice commands such as, "Thumbs-up. Also accessible via the MyLink interface are a plethora
of vehicle options and an Energy screen that displays a graphic representation of the Chevrolet

Malibu Eco and its power train to give you, the driver, a look at all of the eAssisting,
regenerative braking, and gasoline powering happening under the hood. Just below the touch
screen, you may notice an odd switch. Flipping this causes the entire display and the bezel
surrounding it to swing up, revealing a secret cubbyhole for storing your bric-a-brac. This little
nook would be perfect for tossing your smartphone or MP3 player into while driving, if only
Chevrolet's interior designers had had the foresight to put the Malibu's volt power outlet or
auxiliary inputs in there. Instead, all of these connections are located below the armrest in the
center console, which makes the cubbyhole sort of redundant. However, having space you
don't need is better than needing space and not having it. I'm sure you'll find something to
shove in there. Navigation is not standard on the Chevrolet Malibu Eco but can be added after
first adding a Leather Interior package and a Navigation package. Unfortunately, once you spec
Nav, you'll lose MyLink, so choose wisely. MyLink users aren't left completely lost and alone. I
was able to dial in to the OnStar system to request navigation to an address and have
turn-by-turn directions beamed into the vehicle. While navigating under OnStar guidance, I
could see visual prompts for turns on the MyLink interface and on the smaller auxiliary display
in the instrument cluster and spoken prompts were read to me aloud. However, there is no
visible map. Also, requesting a destination via OnStar takes about 2 to 4 minutes when using
the automated portion less so when talking to an actual person , so it's not exactly as
convenient as punching the address in yourself. Still, if you only occasionally use navigation
and plan on subscribing to OnStar for the safety and convenience features, skipping GM's
navigation in favor of the everyday convenience of MyLink seems to be the best way to go. You
can't get both the MyLink system and navigation. Fortunately, OnStar is there to fill the gap.
Pioneer premium audio system Our Malibu Eco was actually a Malibu Eco 2SA, rolling in the
2SA option package, which includes power seats, a rearview camera system, a Universal Home
Remote, leather trim on the steering wheel and shift knob, fog lamps, and a Pioneer Premium
Audio System. Audio quality from the 9-speaker, watt Pioneer system was good, but I'm not
sure that the Malibu's cabin was up to the task of containing the sound. Even at quarter volume
with the three-band EQ set at Flat, I noticed an irritating rattle coming from the rear end of the
Malibu with each bass kick during the song "Send It On" from artist D'Angelo's album "Voodoo.
Well, it was missed in the Malibu -- lost under a torrent of rattling interior panels that wouldn't
go away until I tuned most of the bass out of the EQ curve. I experienced a similar problem with
rattling while listening to the track "Tomorrow Comes Today" from Gorillaz's self-titled debut
album -- a song that is driven by its bass guitar track, but isn't what I'd consider to be
bass-heavy. Switching over to music that isn't as bottom-heavy seemed to be exactly what
Pioneer and Chevrolet's sound engineers wanted me to do. Rock music that's driven by guitars,
pianos, and vocals seemed to be this rig's strong suit. Ben Folds Five's "Fair" from the album
"Whatever and Ever Amen" came in loud and clear with excellent forward staging, drums that
didn't overwhelm, and crisp sound from Ben's vocals and his lead piano, even when the
accompanying vocals and distorted guitar wail begin to swell. When I was done with my testing,
I ended up listening to most of Spoon's discography simply because its type of music sounded
best on this Pioneer system. Oddly, when I switched over to more sonically complex electronica
and pop tracks, the rattling did become less prevalent. However, that's most likely due to the
fact that these types of music often come with built-in distortion and past a certain volume, the
Pioneer system is simply capable of overpowering the buzzing with sheer brute force. For
example, I heard nary an out-of-place buzz while listening to Skrillex's "Right In" from the album
"Bangarang," but that's likely due to th
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e fact that the song is primarily composed of distorted bass hits and buzzing mids. Those of
you who enjoy talk radio or audio podcasts, or who want to really take advantage of that
Stitcher Radio integration with your smartphones, will be satisfied by the stereo's quality. The
same center-channel speaker that helped with the staging of the piano rock's vocals helped to
place my favorite podcast presenters front and center where I could hear them clearly. In sum
The Chevrolet Malibu Eco is a handsome-looking sedan and a comfortable freeway cruiser. It's
definitely a good buy for the money, but it's maybe not the best buy. April 25, a. Pricing
Unavailable. Get Price. Cabin tech 8. Performance tech 6. Design 8. Roadshow Automobiles
Chevrolet Malibu Eco. Photo gallery: Chevrolet Malibu Eco eAssist: don't call it a hybrid The
Chevrolet Malibu Eco is possibly the only hybrid on the road that's not covered in "hybrid"
badges. Best Cars See all Chrysler Pacifica. Discuss Chevrolet Malibu Eco.

